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The Company strives for exemplary quality in its products and processes - and also in its
conduct. The conduct of each employee at SP I Lasers has a significant influence on the
reputation of our company. As the Management of SP I Lasers, we have specified in a Code
of Conduct the basic standards for ethical business conduct which we expect all employees
of the SPI Lasers group of companies, worldwide to adhere to.
The Code of Conduct encompasses respect for fair competition; rejection of bribery and
corruption, tax evasion and subsidy fraud; compliance with all regulations regarding
international trade, product safety, safety in the work place, and environmental protection;
avoidance of conflicts of interest; protection of the Company's assets and proprietary
information; and the protection of personal data.
The Company expects each and every employee of the SPI Lasers group of companies
worldwide to act in accordance with this Code of Conduct and the values of SP I Lasers and
asks them to be conscious of the responsibility that they bear for the reputation of the
Company. This reputation is of immeasurable value to us.
The Code of Conduct contains general standards for ethical business conduct but does not
currently contain specific provisions addressing human trafficking and slavery. The Company
has adopted supply chain and quality policies and procedures that support our goals of
responsible supply chain management including support of efforts to eradicate slavery and
human trafficking from the supply chain.
The Company evaluates prospective suppliers through a risk based approach:
•

Verification: The Company's supplier evaluation includes: condition of facilities and

production equipment; employee qualification, product systems, and workplace
organisation and safety; quality management and maintenance; supplier
management and logistics including quality and supply agreements with their
suppliers; innovation capacity and development; strategic alignment and economic
stability including revenues per employee; and ethical criteria.
Ethical criteria includes: observance of laws; prohibition of corruption and bribes;
respect for employee's fundamental rights; prohibition of child labour; employee
health & safety; environmental protection with regard to legal and international
standards; and observance of ethical criteria in the work place.
•

Audit: The Company audits suppliers based on a risk-based approach. The audits

are not unannounced and are not performed by an independent third party. Visits are
arranged in advance, and responses to the supplier evaluation verified.

•

Certification: Our suppliers are required to certify that they do not incorporate

conflict materials in their products. The Company's procedures have been updated
during the year. Our suppliers are now also required to certify that they comply with
the laws regarding slavery and human trafficking of the country or countries in which
they do business and to show evidence that they comply with the Modern Slavery Act
2015.
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